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1. More Visualizations

In this section, we provide more qualitative illustrations of
the generation results produced by UDiFF.
Category-conditional generation on DeepFashion3D.
We provide extra open-surface shape generations achieved
by the UDiFF model trained under DeepFashion3D [8]
dataset with the cloth categories as the conditions. Specif-
ically, we generate 8 categories of cloth shapes, including
“long sleeve dress”, “long sleeve upper”, “pants”, “no
sleeve dress”, “no sleeve upper”, “dress”, “shot sleeve
dress” and “shot sleeve upper”. The visualizations are
shown in Fig. 2 and 3, where UDiFF generates diverse and
novel shapes correctly corresponds to the text conditions.
Unconditional generation on ShapeNet. We further pro-
vide more unconditional shape generation results achieved
by the UDiFF model trained under single categories of
ShapeNet [1] dataset. We generate shapes of the “chair”
and “airpane” categories. The visualizations are shown in
Fig. 4, where UDiFF generates visual-appealing shapes.

2. Analysis on Meshing and Texturing

Figure 1. Mesh extraction comparisons between MeshUDF and
DCUDF.

Meshing. Different from SDFs, UDFs fail to extract sur-
faces by the marching cubes [5] since UDFs cannot per-
form inside/outside tests on 3D grids. Recent works [3, 7]
leverage the gradients at UDF grids as the signals to mesh
UDFs. However, for the generated UDFs, the approximated
gradients may not be stable enough at the zero-level set,
which leads to errors and holes. The approximated gra-
dient at a grid point q is defined as the direction from q
to the neighbour grid qn where the UDF from q to qn in-
creases rapidly the most. We adopt DCUDF [4] with dou-
ble covering to mesh the generated UDF of UDiFF, which
results in more continuous surfaces. We make an adaption
to DCUDF on the double covering operation to replace the
time-consuming optimizations with an explicit vertices re-
finement strategy. We move each vertices against the sur-
face normals with a stride of unsigned distances to reach the
zero-level sets, and then leverage the min-cut algorithm to
achieve the final model. We show the comparison of mesh-
ing the generated UDF with MeshUDF [3] and DCUDF [4]
in Fig. 1.
Texturing. We leverage Text2Tex [2] to generate textures
for the extracted meshes. This is achieved with a progres-
sive texture generation process and a texture refinement pro-
cess. Specifically, we first render the texture-less initial
mesh from the preset viewpoint and generate the appearance
according to the text prompt with the depth-guided stable-
diffusion [6]. We then adjust to the next preset viewpoint
and repeat the appearance generation process until the last
preset viewpoint where the whole mesh is textured. Finally,
we optimize the textures with automatically selected view-
points for refinement.
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Figure 2. Category conditional generations under DeepFashion3D dataset. Here, we visualize the conditional generations of categories
“long sleeve dress”, “long sleeve upper”, “pants” and “no sleeve dress”
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Figure 3. Category conditional generations under DeepFashion3D dataset. Here, we visualize the conditional generations of categories
“no sleeve upper”, “dress”, “shot sleeve dress” and “shot sleeve upper”



Figure 4. Unconditional generations under the “chair” and “airplane” categories of the ShapeNet dataset.
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